
Have you ever found yourself with a lot
to say, but not the words to say it? 

There are many beautiful and
understated ways to communicate, and
those myriad of ways are the theme
behind new and absolutely breathtaking
children's book A Way with Words, from
debut author Stacy Burch, and debut
illustrator Lucy McLoughlin. 
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A children's book
giving a voice to
those without one
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A Way with Words is a lyrical story about little
Sam, who chooses to communicate in
nonverbal ways. 

Sam collects her thoughts, saving them and
turning them into dance, art, and music.

And while the book is conceptually brilliant,
as well as bright, colorful and fun, it also
conveys an important message. 



According to Burch, the book shows
others that:

 
"There are many different ways people can

communicate, and they are all valid. 
 

Open communication is crucial to solving
problems, making progress, and finding

peace. 
 

If children take the time to listen, they can
show and receive kindness when it's most

needed." 

As an English teacher and a mom of 3,
Stacy has been privy to many forms of
communication, and wants children,
regardless of their communicative
ability, to feel celebrated, seen and
heard. 

The book is published by sustainable
Australian publisher Ethicool Books,
and includes Ethicool's signature 'Action
Page' which is designed to get little ones
thinking about the broader issues
highlighted in the book. 
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A Way with Words is currently available for
pre-order via Bookshop.org, as well as

through Barnes and Noble, Target, Amazon,
and all leading bookstores, worldwide. 
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